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SOUND OF BUTE

The Sound of Bute forms a more expansive seascape as the confined west Kyle of Bute
opens to the south beyond Ardlamont Point, an area of sea framed by the northern coast of
Arran and the west coast of the Isle of Bute.
This Sound is a ‘threshold’ between the more sheltered inner waters of the Firth, especially
the West Kyles of Bute and Loch Fyne, and the more expansive Lower Firth. The coasts
which frame this transition are both more rugged and wild in character than the sheltered
and more developed coasts of east Arran and eastern Bute.
Small prawn fishing boats are often seen in the Sound of Bute and this seascape area is
also popular for recreational sailing, with the most sheltered anchorages located around
Inchmarnock Island of the Isle of Bute. There is no off-shore marine development located in
this Seascape Area.
The north of Arran lies within an NSA, which includes the stretch of coast between Sannox
and Newton Point. The profile of the shapely peaks of northern Arran are an easily
recognisable, iconic feature which is highly visible throughout this area. The designation
recognises that views to these mountains, and the wider sea setting of the island are key
scenic attributes.
The coast of Bute and the Island of Inchmarnock lie within an Area of Panoramic Quality.
For the purposes of this study, the Sound of Bute, shown on Map 10, has been further
subdivided into six coastal character areas, each of which have been mapped separately:
Isle of Bute:
•
•
•
•
•

Ettrick Bay
Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair
Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpie Point
Ardscalpie Point to Lubas Port
Lubas Port to Garroch Head

•

Sannox to Loch Ranza

Isle of Arran:
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12.1
Overview of conclusions
The dramatic mountains of north Arran form the key focus of this seascape seen from Bute,
while the southern end of the island of Bute and views up Loch Fyne form focal points in the
wide arc of panorama experienced along the northern coast of Arran. The common
foreground to these views is the Sound Of Bute, which while narrower than the Lower Firth
of Clyde (East), is still a moderate expanse, which appears more extensive because of the
way it merges with the mouth of Loch Fyne, the upper reaches of the Kilbrannan Sound and
the Lower Firth.
The Sound of Bute forms the transition between the expansive Lower Firth of Clyde, which is
more than twice its width, the mouth of Loch Fyne and the narrow, steep sided West Kyle of
Bute. In addition, for sailors and canoeists1, the Sound is accessed when circumnavigating
Arran. The coastline of Bute is more irregular than that of northern Arran, and offers more
opportunities for sheltered anchorages (for example around Inchmarnock), but over all the
Sound is exposed – the Bute coast is especially exposed to winds from the the south west,
and in addition, the Sound itself forms a channel which funnels winds along its reach.
Because of its short length and the way it merges with more expansive neighbouring
seascape areas, the Sound of Bute seems to have a less pronounced spatial identity, than,
say, the Kilbrannan Sound. However, the sense of transition, the inter-visibility between the
two opposing coastlines and the relatively undeveloped character of both containing
coastlines confirms its distinct identity. This is lack of development is more marked on Arran,
which has been identified as an area of isolated coast.
The containment formed by the immediate hills is relatively subtle in views from the centre of
the Sound, as they take in the higher hills beyond. But close to shore, the steep slopes rising
rapidly up from the narrow shoreline platform on Arran, and the cliffs and rugged out crops at
Garroch Head on Bute add visual drama. This contrasts with the broad low arcs of shingle
beaches and sandy bays, the salt marsh and raised beaches above narrow coastal plains to
be found on Bute.
Both sides of the Sound are characterised by upland grassland and rough terrain, with some
scrub and semi-natural woodland on steeper and less accessible slopes. On Bute away from
the steeper there are grass fields where the terrain flattens out, and around the lowlying
bays.
Settlement on Bute is scattered, and set well back from the coast with the exception of
Ettrick Bay, and on Arran, there is a single cottage at Laggan. The Sound is a focus for
historical interest. Laggan was the site of early salt works, and on Bute there are a number
of coastal forts and important early Christian sites and settlement, at St Ninians,
Inchmarnock Island, and at nearby St Blanes. There is no large scale coastal development,
and there is no off shore development in this seascape area.

1

See: http://www.kayakbute.co.uk/trips.php and http://www.arranadventure.com/Activities/Sea-Kayaking/1
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Key issues which should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual
implications of development on or in the Sound of Bute include:
• Take into account the experience from the sea, where the Sound is a
transition between the much more settled and developed, as well as wider
lower Firth, and the less developed and narrower reaches of the mouth of
Loch Fyne and the West Kyles of Bute. The associated sequence of views,
the reduction in seascape expanse and the change in character from
developed to less developed coast are important seascape characteristics
which should be taken into account when considering the effects of any
proposed development in principal, as well as siting and designing options.
• Identify views from the sea. Views from the centre of the Sound are likely to
focus on the upland hinterland, in particular the higher Arran hills, and along
the length of the Sound, up into Loch Fyne, along the Arran coast to Holy
Island and down the length of the lower Firth of Clyde. However, this stretch
of coast is heavily used by yachts which tack across the Sound and can sail
close to the shore, so that views of the coast close up from the sea are also
important.
• The isolated coast along the northern coast of Arran is sensitive to any
development which may detract from this quality. This is a relatively rare
quality within the whole of the Firth of Clyde study area. The dramatic sense
of vertical scale experienced along the Arran coast is a further sensitivity of
this area
• The irregularity of the coast of Bute creates smaller scale indentations,
including enclosed bays and the much narrower Inchmarnock Sound which
contrast with the wider expanse of the Sound of Bute. This scale of this
coastline, and its irregularity limits opportunities for large scale or extensive
development on these stretches of sea.
• Maintaining the quality of the setting of a number of historic and geological
features, including the early Christian sites and earlier settlement sites on
Bute, and features such as the former salt pans near Laggan, the Fallen
Rocks, the Smugglers Cave, the Cock of Arran and numerous local geological
features of interest on Arran.
• Take care to build structures which are in scale with existing characteristic
buildings styles and located and orientated to reflect existing built patterns.
• Avoid, wherever possible, building structures between the road and the coast
on Bute, where they are likely to be more visually intrusive than on the
landward side of the road.
• Resist development on skylines, including prominent peninsulas, cliff tops and
key hills.
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12.2
Ettrick Bay
Ettrick Bay is the largest sandy beach on Bute and has long been popular with visitors. A
tram link between Rothesay and Ettrick Bay was constructed in 1905 to transport the influx
of holiday makers who came to Bute between the mid 19th and mid 20th centuries. The
dismantled tramline now forms a cycleway.
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12.2.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ettrick Bay

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The Sound of Bute is expansive in this area where the broader entrances to Loch
Fyne and the western Kyle of Bute are present. Ettrick Bay is orientated to face
south-west where the low ‘humped-backed’ form of Inchmarnock Island partially
encloses the broad expanse of sea to the south and the high mountains of Arran
are the key focus. The Kintyre Peninsula also provides a distant backdrop to the
Sound.
There is no development within the maritime element of this seascape. Sailing
and kayaking are a common activity especially during the summer months, and
there is an occasional anchorage at Ettrick Bay, which nevertheless can be
exposed to winds from the SW.
The broad arc of Ettrick Bay provides the largest sandy beach on Bute. It is
contained by Kildavannan Point and the steep slopes of the northern uplands of
Bute and the elongated coastal ridge of Watch Hill to the south. Low tide reveals
expansive, light-reflective sands, patterned by sinuous rivulets. A band of shingle
backs the beach. A rough track is aligned at the back of the beach and a concrete
sea wall is also present in places. A car park and a cafe are located at the
northern end of the bay and are accessed from the B875. The coastal edge is less
developed to the south where an area of wetland and rough grazing fringes the
beach and a small timber hide and car parking area is located.
Low-lying farmland backs the head of Ettrick Bay, gently rising from the coast and
extending along the valley of the St Colmac Burn to Kames Bay on the east coast
of Bute. Intermittent hedgerows and fences give an open wind-swept character to
hinterland pastures.
There is no settlement along the bay, but farms are located on lower hill slopes
either side of the low-lying and exposed farmland which provides the immediate
hinterland at the head of the bay. Some small cottages are located against a low
wooded cliff set back from Kildavannan Point.

The sands of Ettrick Bay form the key feature of this coastal area.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

This coastal character area is very popular for recreation and easily accessible
and there is no sense of isolation.

This is a diverse and scenic seascape encompassing complex sounds and narrow
sea lochs and with the high peaks of north Arran providing a key focus and
backdrop seen against the open expanse of the sandy beach and the Sound of
Bute.
This seascape is highly popular with visitors due to its accessibility and the
attractiveness of the beach for recreation. The dramatic mountains of north Arran
are the key focus in views from the beach across the Sound of Bute and there are
also open views from the A844, the B875 and nearby settlement
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12.2.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ettrick Bay
High Sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

Although the relative expansiveness of the sea reduces sensitivity, most types of
close offshore development would be highly visible from this well-used beach
and also from nearby roads and settlement and could significantly intrude on
views to Arran.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is some limited scope for additional small scale buildings to be
accommodated on the northern edge of the bay where they could be associated
with existing housing which is set back from the coast against a wooded scarp.
The low-lying and very open area immediately backing the bay would be
sensitive to new development due to high visibility from the beach, roads and
settlement and also because this would be contrary to the existing settlement
pattern prevalent along the more exposed and relatively sparsely settled west
coast of Bute.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

An existing concrete sea wall is present in places and similar discrete structures
could be accommodated. Small slipways could also be accommodated on the
rocky edges which contain the bay although potential intrusion on dramatic
views to Arran across the uncluttered foreground of the sandy beach of Ettrick
Bay and the Sound of Bute is a key constraint.

Low sensitivity
Land management

12.2.3

No specific land management issues likely to have landscape and visual impacts
have been identified.

Ettrick Bay: Opportunities and guidance
• Limited extensions or re-development of existing beach side buildings could
be accommodated although the highest standards of design should be a
requirement.
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12.2.4

Ettrick Bay: Photographs

Ettrick Bay is the largest sandy beach on Bute and has
long formed a focus for recreation. A car park and cafe
are located close to the beach.

Low-lying pastures backing the coast and enclosed by
intermittent hedgerows have an open, windswept
character.

Low tide reveals expansive, light-reflective sands,
patterned by sinuous rivulets. A band of shingle backs
the beach.

A small area of mudflats and rough grazing occurs on the
southern edge of Ettrick Bay
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12.3
Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair
This coastal character area extends from Ruhba an Amair to Island McNeil in Ettrick Bay. It
comprises a regular raised beach coast which is strongly contained by a consistent cliff. This
coastal area is difficult to access and is not readily visible from Bute, being more often seen
from the Ardlamont Peninsula on the west side of the eastern Kyles of Bute.
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12.3.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

To the north of Inchmarnock Island, the sea opens out to embrace the relatively
broad entrances to the sea lochs of Loch Fyne and the western Kyle of Bute.
Ardlamont Point is the closest opposing land mass on the mainland lying some
4km distance across the Sound of Bute. The distant Kintyre Peninsula provides
the backdrop to the Sound of Bute in views from this coast.
Sailing and kayaking is a feature within the Sound particularly during the summer
months

A generally even raised beach coast with only subtle indentation towards the
south. An area of salt marsh lies to the north of St Ninian’s Point; this tapering to
the north to provide a narrower rocky platform against a steep craggy scarp. This
coastal area feels exposed with little shelter from the sea.
A long gently rounded ridge backs the coastal edge. Enclosed well-managed
pastures and a long coniferous shelterbelt cover this ridge.

There is no settlement along the coast, but the compact farmsteads of Upper and
Nether Ardroscadale are located on the elevated, but more sheltered, eastern
slopes of the ridge which backs the coast. These are orientated away from the
sea. There are a number of archaeological features associated with the top of the
raised beach.
There are few landmark features of note along this coast although a number of
archaeological features are present.

Experience of isolated
coast

This coast is unsettled and is difficult to access and this, together with the strong
visual containment of the raised beach cliff, increases the sense of seclusion
experienced from the coast.

Aesthetic qualities

This rugged coast contributes to the diversity of the wider seascape and
contrasting coastlines within this seascape area.

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

An elongated rolling ridge backs the coast and prevents views of the coastal edge
and sea from the A844. Views focus on Inchmarnock island, Ardlamont Point and
the distant profile of the dramatic, high northern peaks of Arran. Occasional
walkers may access this coast although the terrain is difficult to negotiate. There
are distant views of this coastal area from Ardlamont Point to the west across the
Sound of Bute.
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12.3.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

While the sense of seclusion experienced in this coastal area would be affected
by offshore development, sensitivity is reduced by the regularity of the coastline
and the broadness of the Sound of Bute. The limited access of this coast and
the screening provided by the cliff edge and intervening ridge also reduces
visibility from roads and settlement. There is scope to accommodate a small
offshore development provided it is of limited height and located close to shore
in order to minimise visual intrusion from St Ninian’s Point and when seen from
the sea.

High sensitivity
Settlement

This exposed coast is unsettled although some small farms are present on more
elevated ground inland. There may be some very limited scope for additional
built development to be accommodated on the lower and more gently graded
slopes at the northern and southern ends of the cliff which backs the coastal
platform. Buildings would need to be compact and set back from this very
exposed coast to accord with the existing pattern of settlement.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Coastal infrastructure, perhaps associated with any offshore development,
should be sited away from the coastal edge and the more pronounced higher
section of cliff.

Low sensitivity
Land management

12.3.3

The strong containment provided by the raised beach cliff restricts inter-visibility
with the farmed hinterland and changes to land management are therefore
unlikely to affect this coastal character area.

Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair: Opportunities and guidance
• Coastal infrastructure, perhaps associated with an offshore wave energy or
aquaculture development, should be compact and be set back from the
coastal edge against more gently sloping farmland and scrub at the northern
and southern ends of this coastal area. Visual intrusion from the A844 Ettrick
Bay and the Straad area would need to be minimised.
• Tall structures such as wind turbines or masts should also be set well back
from the edge of the raised beach scarp in order to limit visual intrusion.
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12.3.4

Ettrick Bay to Rubha an Amair: Photographs

The long, low farmed ridge which backs this coast and
screens this coastal area from the A844.

This coastal area has a relatively even coastline formed
by a rocky platform backed by a low cliff. This area is
unsettled and distant from roads and settlement.
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12.4
Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpsie Point
This coastal area extends from Ardscalpsie Point to the point of Rubha an Amair north of St
Ninian’s Bay. It comprises a subtly indented stretch of coastline in the south cumulating in
the long narrow low-lying promontory of St Ninian’s Point which contains the deep
‘horseshoe’ arc of St Ninian’s Bay to the north. The small island of Inchmarnock lies close to
the shores of Bute and forms a strongly contained narrow sea passage between the two
land masses.
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12.4.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpsie Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

A narrow sea passage occurs between the west coast of Bute and Inchmarnock
Island in this coastal area, extending between 1 and 2km width and contained by
rising ground on either side. A more expansive seascape is experienced from
Ardscalpsie Point where the containment provided by Inchmarnock island is less
strong.
There is no existing development within this coastal area. Sailing and kayaking are
popular activities especially in the summer months, and there are anchorages at
Inchmarnock and St Ninians Bay.
The deep ‘horse shoe’ arc of St Ninian’s Bay is edged to the west by the narrow,
low-lying promontory of St Ninian’s Point. The bay comprises sands fringed by
boulders with a narrow causeway between beaches providing access to St
Ninian’s Point. St Ninian’s Point has a hummocky topography of wind-blown sandy
pastures and an open and exposed character. Saltmarsh lies within a broad inlet
lying to the north of the Point. The coastal edge becomes more regular to the
south of St Ninian’s Bay comprising shingle beaches and more rugged
impenetrable boulders and rocky slabs interspersed with small tucked away sandy
bays. The narrow rocky east coast of Inchmarnock is fairly even and low,
becoming more rugged and indented at its southern end.
Low-lying pastures extend close to the coastal edge around St Ninian’s Bay and
have an open character with a weak pattern of gappy hedgerows and fences.
Steeper slopes on the east side of Inchmarnock and to the south towards
Ardscalpsie Point on Bute are also farmed with small fields more strongly enclosed
by walls and hedges. Extensive scrubby woodland accentuates the more rugged
topography of the south-east coast of Inchmarnock.
There is no settlement along the coast. The small settlement of Straad is located
on the higher ground above St Ninian’s Bay. The A844 is aligned at the break in
slope which occurs between smooth coastal pastures and steeper, rougher hill
slopes inland. Small farms are mainly sited close-by the A844 away from the
coastal edge. Inchmarnock is uninhabited but features ruined farms and a number
of important archaeological features including St Marnock’s Church.
The long low promontory of St Ninian’s Point forms a key focus in elevated views
th
from the A844 where its landform can be appreciated. The remains of the 6
th
century St Ninian’s Chapel and the built outline of a former 19 Century fish
smokery are sited on the Point together with other archaeological features partially
buried by sand. Two small cottages are prominent features on the Point. The
island of Inchmarnock is a focus in the wider seascape.
The southern extremities of this coastal area are more secluded being difficult to
access because of their ruggedness and distance from roads and settlement and
also have a more natural character. The unsettled and difficult to access southern
and west coasts of Inchmarnock are particularly remote.
Although low-lying, the long promontory of St Ninian’s Point and deep arc of the
bay together with the presence of archaeological features is intriguing. This
coastal area contributes to the wider scenic composition of the Sound of Bute in
more elevated views where the layering of the simple low-lying form of land and
sea contrasts with the high serrated profile of the northern peaks of Arran.
A promoted viewpoint on the A844 at Mecknoch provides elevated views over St
Ninian’s Point and Bay and Inchmarnock. There are also views from Straad and
from informal footpaths around St Ninian’s Bay and Point. Visibility of the southern
stretches of coastline on both Bute and Inchmarnock is restricted from roads and
settlement although close views will be possible from the sea.
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12.4.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpsie Point
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the sea channel between Inchmarnock and Bute, the
irregularity of the coastline, the setting of key historic features, the popularity of
this area for recreational sailing and the presence of elevated views from the
A844 increase sensitivity to marine development.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is some very limited scope to accommodate small buildings but these
should be associated with the existing settlement of Straad or set back from lowlying coastal pastures on more elevated ground either side of the A844. Any
new built development on Inchmarnock should be sited on the formerly settled
north-east coast of the island and respect the remote and natural qualities of its
character by being very limited in extent with small and unobtrusive buildings.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Small slipways and low-key tracks would have minimal effects in the more
settled and intensively farmed northern area of the Bute coast. Major
infrastructure should be avoided on Inchmarnock and along the less accessible
coast south of Carrick Point on Bute.

Low sensitivity
Land management

12.4.3

No specific land management issues likely to have landscape and visual impacts
have been identified.

Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpie Point: Opportunities and guidance
• The creation of small car parking areas close to the A844 would allow walkers
to access circular coastal routes.
• Management is needed of woodland which is encroaching on views from the
promoted Mecknoch viewpoint and picnic area on the A844.
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12.4.4

Rubha an Amair to Ardscalpie Point: Photographs

Low-lying pastures, enclosed by gappy hedges, directly
abut a narrow rocky and shingle shore in the northern part
of this area

The long peninsula of St Ninian’s Point contains a deep
horseshoe bay – a number of archaeological features are
located on the Point.

A narrow channel is formed between the elongated island
of Inchmarnock and Bute. The sheltered eastern side of
Inchmarnock once accommodated a few farms although
the island is now inhabited but still used for stock grazing

The coast is more rugged and inaccessible to the south
around Ardscalpsie Point
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12.5
Ardscalpsie Point Lubas Port
This coastal character area comprises stretches of raised beach interspersed with sandy
bays. The coast is orientated south-west over the broad passage of the Sound of Bute and
towards the dramatic high mountains of north Arran which contain the Sound and dominate
views. This coast is very sparsely settled and is difficult to access in places.
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12.5.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ardscalpsie Point to Lubas Port

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

The Sound of Bute forms a moderately broad channel to the south of the island of
Inchmarnock, contained by the mountains of north Arran which are a dominant
feature.

Maritime development and
activity

There is no marine development along this coast, but Scalpsie Bay offers
anchorages which are sheltered from the west through to the north east. Small
fishing boats and yachts are common features within the Sound of Bute.

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The indented coastal edge comprises a series of splayed low-lying rocky platforms
backed by snaking sections of sandstone cliffs to the south of Scalpsie Bay. The
raised beach landform continues on the northern side of Scalpsie Bay and
features a densely wooded steep scarp slope backing a coastal platform. Broader
rocky platforms accommodate large rock pools and are strewn with large boulders.
The sandy beach of Scalpsie Bay and more shingly beaches at Gallachan and
Stravannan Bays occur at the outlets of water courses.
The bays are backed by enclosed pastures which slope gently down to the coastal
edge. A small area of dunes and machair immediately backs the beach at
Scalpsie Bay. Sections of raised beach accommodate small, gorse-studded walled
pastures on narrow coastal platforms and are strongly contained inland by wooded
and scrubby bracken-covered cliffs. A golf course is present on the gently
undulating machair backing Stravannan Bay.
There is very little built development along this coast. Dispersed farms are located
well back from the coast on the elevated gently sloping land set above the low
cliffs of raised beaches and close-by the A844 road which is set back from the
coastal edge.
The strong curvature of the sandy beach of Scalpsie Bay forms a key feature of
this local coastal character area. Caves and a number of archaeological features
are also present along the scarp edge of sections of raised beach south of
Scalpsie Bay and around Ardscalpsie Point.
The absence of settlement and roads close to the coast, the often strong
containment provided by low cliffs and the difficulty of access along the more
rugged sections of coast give this area a sense of seclusion in places. The sandy
beach of Scalpsie Bay and the golf course area are well-used.
The diverse character of the coastal edge with wooded cliffs, rocky platforms and
the red-gold sands of Scalpsie Bay together with arresting views over the Sound of
Bute to Arran, contribute to the high scenic quality of this coastal area.
A promoted viewpoint on the A844 provides elevated views over this coastal area
with the sandy beach of Scalpsie Bay and the dramatic high mountains of Arran
forming key foci in these views. The West Island Way also features elevated and
close views of this coastal area.
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12.5.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ardscalpsie Point to Lubas Port
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

Although the Sound of Bute is moderately wide, off-shore development would be
likely to be highly visible from the promoted viewpoint on the A844 where this
coast forms the foreground to dramatic views to Arran and to the rugged small
hills of Garroch Head to the south. Elevated views from the West Island Way
would also be affected.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There is some scope for a very limited number of additional houses to be
accommodated providing that buildings are kept small and are set well back
from the coast within the already settled hinterland.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

While this coastal character area would be sensitive to large scale coastal
infrastructure, there is some limited scope to accommodate small built features
and low-key access tracks provided they were not highly visible from key
elevated viewpoints.

Some sensitivity
Land management

12.5.3

Small linear walled pastures between the rocky coastal edge and wooded scarp
slopes contribute to the diversity of this coast and changes in management
could affect their character.

Ardscalpsie Point to Lubas Port: Opportunities and guidance
• New buildings should be small and set well back from the coast, conforming
with the existing pattern of farms located on the top of the raised beach scarp.
New building would be less intrusive if located close to existing clusters of
buildings and farms and/or set within woodland.
• Tall structures such as wind turbines or masts should also be set well back
from the edge of the raised beach scarp in order to limit visual intrusion and
impacts on the more secluded stretches of coast.
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12.5.4

Ardscalpsie Point to Lubas Port: Photographs

The indented coastline of small bays and headlands is
largely backed by a low cliff but with lower-lying farmland
backing bays at the outlets of water courses

The pink-gold sands of Scalpsie Bay are a focus for
recreation along this coastal area and also form the
foreground in views to the southern tip of Bute in elevated
views from the A844.

The rocky platform of the raised beach is often backed by
a narrow band of pastures and a scrub-covered low cliff –
this coastal area is unsettled with small farms set well
inland from the cliff edge.

Views over the Sound of Bute to Arran are a feature of
this coast – marine development would particularly
intrude on views to Arran and the southern tip of Bute
from the elevated A844.
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12.6
Lubas Port to Garroch Head
A distinct outcrop of small craggy hills lies at the southern end of Bute and strongly contrasts
with the band of low-lying farmland which lies to the north between Kilchattan Bay and the
west coast of Bute. This coastal is orientated south-west with Arran dominating views over
the Sound of Bute.
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12.6.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Lubas Port to Garroch Head

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The Sound of Bute forms a broad channel, becoming more expansive to the south
towards Garroch Head where long views extend down the length of Arran and
Holy Island and across the outer Firth and the South Ayrshire coast appears very
distant. From the opposing east coast of Arran some 10km, this coastal area is
visible as a distinct craggy outcrop.
There is no marine development along this coast, although there is a good
anchorage at Dunagoil Bay. Small fishing boats and yachts are common features
within the Sound of Bute.
An indented coastline of small bays and rocky outcrops creates a distinct rhythm.
The coast becomes more rugged south of the knolly outcrop of Dunagoil with
sheer rocky slopes rising from a narrow rocky wave cut platform. A small jetty and
boathouse is located at Cradh Rubha.
There is a strong south-east/north-west topographic grain to this coastal
landscape, this visible in long views from the A844 to the north where the
asymmetry of the series of hills, coastal knolls and cliffs is evident. Small knolly
hills patterned with exposed rock are cut by narrow gorges and contain small dips
– some of these loch-filled - creating an intimately scaled landscape. Smooth
rolling pastures on lower slopes contrast with steeper bracken and rough grassclad slopes. The conical peak of St Blane’s Hill is a prominent feature on the
southern edge of this area.
There is no settlement along this coast. Small dispersed cottages and a larger
farm and estate lodge are sited around the more fertile pastures on gentle lower
hill slopes set back from the coast. A narrow dead-end public road provides
access and has a small car park for visitors to St Blanes church.
th

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The 12 century St Blane’s church is a key feature in the hinterland, although its
position tucked between small hills and surround of planted ash and sycamore
limits widespread visibility. A number of archaeological features are present in the
hinterland Dunagoil area, with a fort on the promontory at Port Dornach.
The hinterland to the coast is settled and farmed in places but the sparsely settled
nature of this coast, the ruggedness of the terrain and the position of this area at
the exposed southern extremity of Bute gives a strong sense of seclusion.
The intimate scale of this coastal, strong contrast between lower farmland and
rugged craggy hills, the richness of archaeological features and the irregularity of
the coastline is crowned by fine views to the mountains of north Arran – all factors
which combine to create a highly scenic seascape.
St Blane’s Church is a popular attraction for visitors. The West Island Way
provides elevated views over this coastal area and the promoted Ardscalpsie
viewpoint on the A844 also provides views to this coastal area. This coastal area
is also likely to be seen in close proximity from the sea which is popular for
recreational sailing.
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12.6.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Lubas Port to Garroch Head

Off shore development
including fish farms

Very high sensitivity
Although the Sound of Bute is moderately broad in this area, off shore
development would detract from the high scenic quality of this coast appreciated
in views from the sea and to views from the coast to Arran. The presence of
elevated views from the West Island Way, St Blane’s Hill and the footpath to St
Blane’s Church increases sensitivity and off-shore development could also be
highly visible from the promoted viewpoint on the A844 depending on how far it
was situated off the coast. The sense of wildness experienced towards the more
rugged and exposed Garroch Head would be diminished by off-shore
development.

High sensitivity
Settlement

Away from the coast, in the settled hinterland, there is some scope for a very
limited number of additional houses to be accommodated providing that
buildings are kept small. Buildings should be set well back from the coast and be
located on the edge of the enclosed pastures and be back-dropped by steeper
hill slopes and small knolls. There should be sited to avoid impact on the setting
of archaeological features. The numbers of houses would need to be severely
restricted (<3) in order to retain the sense of seclusion associated with the wider
coastal area.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The rugged exposed rock cliffs and platforms characteristic of this coastal area
would be highly sensitive to the construction of roads and other major
infrastructure. Small jetties and slipways could be accommodated within narrow
inlets and small bays, provided they were small and well designed using
materials which reflected the rural setting.

Some sensitivity
Land management

12.6.3

In the hinterland, the small well-managed walled pastures on lower hill slopes
provide a strong contrast with the more rugged coastal knolls and hills in the
hinterland and contribute to the diversity and scenic quality of this coastal area.
Any changes to their management may have landscape and visual effects.

Lubas Port to Garroch Head: Opportunities and guidance
• The strong sense of seclusion and history experienced along this coast,
supported by the sparsely settled hinterland, should be conserved.
• The setting of the archaeological features are a key sensitivity in this area
• Masts and tall structures should avoid being located on the headlands and the
skylines associated with the coast, including the tops of rugged outcrops and
cliffs.
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12.6.4

Lubas Port to Garroch Head: Photographs

Small enclosed pastures are strongly contained by an arc
of craggy knolls. A few farms and houses are sited away
from the coast on the upper edge of these pastures.

Craggy ridges and knolls enclose small lochans and
narrow valleys close to Garroch Head – the West Island
Way footpath is aligned close to the coast.

St Blane’s Chapel is set within the folds of craggy hills in
an elevated position above the coast

Dramatic views across the Sound of Bute to the
mountains of north Arran
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12.7
Sannox to Loch Ranza
This stretch of isolated coastline is one of the most remote stretches of coastline within the
whole of the Firth of Clyde. The steep slopes overlook the expanse of the Sound of Bute and
are very inter-visible with south western Bute. The area is difficult to access and its sense of
remoteness is reinforced by its length – at least ten kilometres of coastline which can only be
accessed on foot or by bike or sea kayak.
This coastal character area lies within the North Arran NSA, and forms the landward
foreground plinth to views of the rugged peaks of Arran from across Bute and from marine
traffic at the mouth of Loch Fyne and the Sound of Bute. This visual interrelationship
contributes to the wider scenic composition between Arran and its seascape setting. The
diversity of the coastline geology is also cited as a special quality.
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12.7.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Sannox to Loch Ranza

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The Sound of Bute is expansive in this area where the broader entrances to Loch
Fyne and the eastern Kyle of Bute are present. This coast is orientated north east,
and forms the south western edge to the Sound, rising abruptly and uniformly from
the sea, in contrast to the more layered and irregular coast and hinterland of the
Isle of Bute. From the centre of this wide channel, the expanse of the seascape is
reinforced by the views of more distant higher ground, including the rugged peaks
of north Arran.
There is no development within the maritime element of this seascape. There is
both sailing and kayaking especially during the summer months, but there are no
anchorages off this coast.
The coastline is rocky, with sandstone slabs worn smooth by wave action, large
boulders, pebble shores and shingle beach, generally backed by a very narrow
coastal strip which rises quickly and abruptly to form long concave, ‘outward
facing’ slopes. The varied geology along this coastline is a particular characteristic,
and forms the basis of many of the key features. In 1787, James Hutton found
evidence at Newton Point to support his theory that the earth was much older than
supposed at the time.
Most of this coastline is upland grassland, although there is some commercial
conifer woodland with poorly designed straight margins at the eastern end of this
coastal area. Broadleaved woodland, substantial in places, extends along the
coast at the edge of this woodland. There is also semi-natural regenerating
woodland in more sheltered glens and against rocky outcrops.
There is no settlement along this coast, apart from tiny white-washed cottages at
at Fairy dell and at Laggan. This latter cottage is near the site of the former
Duchesse Anne’s salt pans, which formed the basis of a larger settlement, now
evidenced by ruins, including a farm and a small coal mine (fuel for the salt works).
A footpath, which is partly a more formal access route at the eastern end, extends
around the coast and forms part of the Arran Coastal Route.
There are a number of natural features, including caves, the Fallen Rocks, huge
rugged boulders which toppled into the sea, the similar An Scriodan rockfall and
beaches of smooth coloured pebbles. The Cock of Arran, a shapely boulder which
marks the most northerly point on the island, is a further local feature.
The lack of development along this long length of coast, the difficulty of access,
the correspondingly sparsely developed shoreline across the Sound on Bute, and
the prevailing sense of naturalness which is reinforced by a strong sense of
natural processes dominating the coastline creates an isolated coast. This section
of coast also lies within an NSA, and therefore is recognised as having
environmental value, which would make it ‘isolated coast’ in terms of the Scottish
Planning policy definition.
The diversity of the coastline – largely informed by the variety of geological
features, contributes to appreciation of this coast.
This seascape is an important foreground to views to Arran from across the Sound
of Bute, Loch Fyne and the northern Kilbrannan Sound. Views from this coast
reflect its wide arc, taking in the Cumbraes and the north Ayrshire coast to the east
round to northern Kintyre and including views up the West Kyle of Bute towards
Arrochar. Views along the coast emphasise its precipitous slopes.
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12.7.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Sannox to Loch Ranza
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

This is one of the few stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the
area, as well as the sites of local geological interest add to the sensitivity of this
area.

Very high sensitivity
Settlement

This is one of the few stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the
area, as well as the sites of local geological interest add to the sensitivity of this
area.

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

This is one of the few stretches of isolated coast as defined within the Scottish
Planning Policy found within the study area, and as such there is a presumption
against development in this area. The remote and exposed, wild character of the
area, as well as the sites of local geological interest add to the sensitivity of this
area.

High sensitivity
Land management

12.7.3

This remote and isolated character of this section of coast is enhanced by the
semi-natural vegetation

Sannox to Loch Ranza: Opportunities and guidance
• Development which would impact on the qualities of isolation experienced
along this coast should be resisted
• Opportunities to change the character of the planted commercial woodland to
a more semi-natural woodland cover along the coast should be encouraged
• The poor design of the outer margins of this woodland should be addressed in
future management plans
• Further establishment of non-native woodland should be discouraged in this
area, while there may be opportunities to enhance or expand woodland
through regeneration of semi-natural woodland.
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12.7.4

Sannox to Loch Ranza: Photographs

The cottage at Fairy Dell on the north west facing coast of
this area

Shingle beach alternates with rocky shore line on the
north facing stretch of coast

Access from Sannox – here looking back south towards
Sannox – through the woodland on a well prepare track

Along the northern coast the track is simply a worn trail,
here set against the rugged steep slopes
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